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Our First Order of Business: Teeth 

Submitted by Fable 

Our Second Order Of Business: Fish 

Submitted by Em 
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Haiku 

Submitted by Joe 

Rolling around at 

The speed of sound, got places 

To go, gotta fo —  

 

Gjo[rresponde]hnce 

An Interview with Francis G. Johnson 

[ES] Mr. Johnson, I admire your work very much, es-

pecially Classification System Up to 4k. I was wonder-

ing if you could shed light on your thought process be-

hind this video? What is the American Matrix based 

on? (And, less importantly, what is the significance of 

McMinnville?) 

[Whoever Answers the Emails at gjohnce@gmail]   

Appreciate the feedback Ellen, if you’re from yamhill 

county then we may have crossed paths at one point. 

Submit those questions in HD video and you will get 

them answered. Keep us posted. 

— End of interview —  

Editor’s comments: The editor would look favorably on 

a motion to a) allocate funds for a KGB field trip to 

Yamhill County or b) submit questions in HD video. 

Otherwise the editor would look favorably on other 

submissions of gjo[rresponde]hnce (direct queries to 

gjohnce@gmail.com) so that we here at Pravda? can 

continue to investigate this phenomenon.  

 

 

Yamhill 

County, 

Oregon 



The Battle of Donner Ditch 

Henry Hausman, Pravda? Geopolitics Correspondent 

 Fifty years of peace. Ever since the Unifica-

tion Wars of 1967, a series of Presidents* had kept 

the peace in the kingdoms of Carnegie and Mellon. 

Then the Lord Subra left. The reasons why are lost 

to the historical record. But he disappeared. When 

he did, the twin kingdoms collapsed. The successor 

to Subra, Interim-Lord Farnham, was reduced to the 

leader of the Sureshi Remnant, a small imperium 

who’s dominion didn’t reach beyond Warner Hall. 

Elsewhere on Campus, new powers were rising to 

fill the power vacuum. There was a mad dash to 

claim territory and resources. The Tepper Trade 

Federation attempted** to establish a kingdoms 

wide council. But, for the first several months there 

was no major bloodshed. Some of the Frats engaged 

in minor raids, but they were essentially ignored by 

the other powers. It seemed as if the uneasy peace 

would last. Until the 1st Battle of Donner Ditch 

(1BDD). 

 It started with a petition from Donner House 

to join the Federation of the Hill. The Federation 

rejected the offer (duh), but suggested the residents 

of Donner seek the protection from the nearby Ar-

chitecture Union. The Archies were incensed by the 

grave insult. The precise chain of events is un-

known, but by the next day a Hill Army was march-

ing on the Union stronghold of Margaret Morrison, 

demanding they annex Donner. The Archies sent 

their own forces to defend and fortify the Donner 

Ditch. War had begun. 

 The main question of the battle was as fol-

lows: could the vast number of Hill shock troops  

take on the fortifications of the Union? The answer was 

a resounding no. Despite the sheer ferocity of soldiers 

raised in the hellish pits of Hammerschlag and 

Scobel***, the Archies built walls. With, like, a cata-

pult. Hill forces charged down into the ditch and were 

promptly slaughtered. The Federation was forced to sur-

render and annex Donner house. It was something they 

would never forgive the Architecture Union for. Thus, 

the 1st Battle of Donner Ditch was over. But behind the 

scenes, something was building. A fire was about to 

erupt. 

*Petty Tyrants Utilizing the Trappings of Democracy 

**Failed 

*** Once you’ve lived here for a Semester, gruesome death in bat-

tle doesn’t seem so bad. 

 

Anything Handed to the Corresponding Sec-

retary Without Stated Context Will Be Inter-

preted as a Pravda? Submission 

Submitted by Rauen at the General Meeting on 3/5/18 

Submit to Pravda? 
pravda@cmukgb.org 

It’s the Comradely Thing To Do. 

Come to our meetings: 

4:30 PM Mondays MM A14 - regular 
meetings 

5:00 PM Wednesdays UC 329 - exec 
meetings 

7 PM Fridays - events!  

Tune into our Facebook group (cmukgb) 
and mailing list for updates!  


